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Abstract:- Popularity of object-oriented paradigm requires acute analysis of object-oriented software to accurately monitor the internal software quality attributes such as coupling, cohesion, size and complexity etc. The objective of this study is the examination of the connection among object-oriented design metrics. In this paper we survey various metrics available in literature and based on these metrics we propose three new metrics that help in designing object-oriented code as well as improve its quality by removing the redundancy from code.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Object Oriented programming has numerous helpful elements, for example, data concealing, exemplification, legacy, polymorphism and element official. These question arranged elements encourage programming reuse and part based improvement. In any case, they may bring about a few sorts of flaws that are hard to recognize utilizing conventional testing methods. For instance, if a blame in an acquired capacity is en-countered just with regards to the determined class, then this blame can't be recognized without the chosen testing method constraining a summon of this capacity in aobject which ties to this inferred class. Our past review [10] proposes that conventional testing systems, for example, useful testing, articulation testing and branch testing, are not suitable for distinguishing OO shortcomings. To defeat these inadequacies, it is important to embrace aobject situated testing system that considers these elements. Be that as it may, the degree to which the cost and advantage we can adjust by receiving a question arranged testing relies on upon how the genius gram under test has been executed. We watch that it is not surprising for a question arranged program to be grammatically ported from a customary non-OO program or actualized utilizing not very many object situated components. Under such conditions, the program is probably not going to have question situated deficiencies; along these lines, extra exertion in directing item arranged testing is a bit much. Performing viable testing under cost and timetable requirements depends intensely on the choice of testing procedures, while the choice must be founded on the qualities of the program. Programming measurements are the quantitative estimation of the multifaceted nature of the product or its de-sign; in this way, they are great possibility for controlling the selection of testing procedures. Question situated measurements have been contemplated and proposed as great indicators for blame inclined modules/classes, for program viability and for delicate product profitability. Our observational review is gone for recognizing object-arranged measurements that can be used to describe the level of object introduction a question situated program contains, so that the probability of question situated deficiencies happening can be evaluated. This review, directed on three modern continuous projects, has two sections; the initial segment of the review is the approval of CK measurements on these projects. At that point, through the perceptions acquired from the initial segment of the
review, in the second part we recognize an arrangement of new measurements that may better serve our necessities. The rest of the paper is sorted out as takes after: Section 2 gives a diagram of the current reviews in object situated measurements. The application programs utilized as a part of this review and the examination of the deficiencies found in these projects are depicted in Sections 3 and 4. The investigation of CK measurements and additionally the new measurements we proposed is exhibited in Section 5. Our decisions, from this experimental review, and future research headings are given in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Chidamber and Kemerer [4] proposed a suite of object situated plan measurements which were produced in light of the philosophy of Bunge. They scientifically assessed the measurements against Weyuker's estimation hypothesis standards [18] and gave an exact specimen of these measurements from two business frameworks. A few reviews have been led to approve CK measurements. Basili, Briand and Melo [1] introduced the consequences of an experimental approval of CK metrics. In light of eight medium estimated school ventures they connected a calculated relapse model to explore whether these measurements can be utilized as blame inclined class markers. Their outcomes recommend that five of the six CK measurements are utilize fulquality markers for anticipating flaw inclined classes. Li and Henry [14] utilized two size measurements and eight OO measurements, including five of CK measurements, to exactly approve the materialness of these measurements on the quantity of lines changed per class, thought to be identified with upkeep exertion. This experimental approval was directed on two business frameworks utilizing different straight relapse procedure. Their outcomes demonstrate that OO measurements can be utilized to anticipate upkeep exertion, measured by the quantity of lines changed per class, in a object situated framework. Li [13] likewise hypothetically approved CK measurements utilizing metric-assessment outline work proposed by Kitchenhamet al. [12]. He found a few lacks of CK measurements in the assessment procedure and proposed another suite of OO measurements that conquer these inadequacies. Chidamberet al. [3] additionally investigated the relevance of CK measurements on reasonable administrative work, for example, efficiency and modifies exertion. Their observational outcomes propose CK measurements were critical financial variable pointers for the three business OO frameworks utilized as a part of their review. Also, other question arranged measurements are proposed to supplement CK measurements. In [2], another suite of coupling measures for question arranged outline was proposed and exactly approved utilizing strategic relapse system. They found that not the greater part of the import and fare coupling measures are noteworthy indicators of class blame inclination. Their information additionally proposes that these OO coupling estimation measurements are correlative quality pointers to CK OO measurements. In [7], an arrangement of question situated outline measurements, MOOD measurements, was proposed and hypothetically validated from estimation perspective. They likewise experimentally approved this arrangement of measurements and the outcomes propose that MOOD measurements work at the framework level is correlative to CK's class level OO measurements. To utilize programming measurements in directing testing assets allotment, Harrison [8] assessed a few conventional testing re-sources assignment methods, for example, asset portion by module estimate and by multifaceted nature. He utilized McCabescyclostatic many-sided quality estimation, Halsteads exertion measure and Harrison and Cooks MMC metric for asset assignment by intricacy. He inferred that none of the asset allotment strategies were flawless and more work should be done here.

3. OBJECT-ORIENTED METRICS

It is regularly attractive that the blame inclined modules and the sorts of private deficiencies can be evaluated in light of some quantitative estimation of a given framework. Protest arranged measurements are produced to understand the structure and the normal for question situated projects. A few measurements, for example, CK measurements [4], have been turned out to be valuable for the expectation of blame inclined
modules [1]. In this review, we gauged the CK measurements of the three frameworks, portrayed in Section 3, and examined their dispersions in these frameworks.

**Weighted methods per class (WMC):** This measures the multifaceted nature of an individual class. Two diverse weighting capacities are viewed as: WMC1 uses the ostensible weight of 1 for every capacity, and henceforth measures the quantity of capacities. WMC utilizes a weighting capacity which is 1 for capacities open to different modules and 0 for private capacities. In this review, we embraced the primary way to deal with rearrange the variables. In another word, we consider all strategies for a class to be similarly mind boggling.

**Depth of inheritance tree of a class (DIT):** It is characterized as the length of the longest way of legacy completion at the present module. Instinctively, the more profound the legacy tree for a class, the harder it may be to anticipate its conduct because of the collaboration between the acquired elements and new elements.

**Number of children (NOC):** It speaks to the quantity of classes that acquire specifically from the present class. Direct values for this measure show the degree for reuse; nonetheless, high values may demonstrate an improper deliberation in the plan. Moreover, a class with an extensive number of kids needs to give more nonexclusive support of the considerable number of kids in different settings and must be more adaptable. We trust this has a tendency to bring more unpredictability into this parent class

**Coupling between objects (CBO):** This gives the quantity of different modules that are coupled to the present module either as a customer or a provider. A class is coupled to another on the off chance that it utilizes the part capacities and additionally occasion factors of alternate class. Exorbitant coupling shows shortcoming of module embodiment and may restrain reuse. The supposition behind this metric is that exceptionally coupled classes have a tendency to present more blames created by between class exercises.

**Response for a class (RFC):** This gives the quantity of techniques that can conceivably be executed in light of a message got by a protest of that class. The bigger the quantity of techniques that could conceivably react to a message, the more noteworthy the multifaceted nature of that class.

**Inheritance Coupling: (IC)** The IC gives the quantity of parent classes to which a given class is coupled. A class is coupled to its parent class on the off chance that one of its acquired techniques is practically reliant on the new or re-imagined strategies in the class. When all is said in done, a class is coupled to its parent class in the event that one of the accompanying conditions holds:

1. One of its acquired strategies utilizes a variable (or information part) that is characterized in another/reclassified technique.

2. One of its acquired strategies calls a reclassified strategy and utilizes the arrival estimation of the re-imagined technique.

3. One of its acquired strategies is called by a re-imagined strategy and utilizes a parameter that is characterized in the re-imagined technique.

4. One of its acquired strategies utilizes a variable X, and the estimation of X relies on upon the estimation of a variable Y which is characterized in another/re-imagined technique.

The inspiration driving the IC metric is that when information part, which is utilized by an acquired technique, is adjusted by another or reclassified strategy, it is probably going to introduction duce new blames into the acquired technique.

**Coupling Between Methods: (CBM)** The CBM gives the aggregate number of new/reclassified strategies to which all the acquired techniques are coupled. An acquired strategy is coupled to another/reclassified technique on the off chance that it is practically subject
to another/re-imagined strategy in the class. Consequently, the quantity of new/re-imagined strategies to which an acquired technique is coupled can be measured. The CBM measures the aggregate number of capacity de-pendency connections between the acquired techniques and new/re-imagined strategies. Actually, this metric is a variation of the IC metric. The inspiration driving this metric is that the IC just measures the quantity of parent classes to which a given class is coupled, without the CBM, extra capacity reliance many-sided quality at the strategies level is not considered.

Number of Object/Memory Allocation: (NOMA)

It measures the aggregate number of articulations that apportion new protests or recollections in a class. The backhanded portions, ie. the assignments created by calling different techniques, are not considered. The inspiration driving this metric is that classes with substantial quantities of protest/memory assignment articulations have a tendency to present extra multifaceted nature for question/memory oversee ment. In this manner, the higher the NOMA, the higher the likelihood of distinguishing item administration flaws.

Average Method Complexity: (AMC)

The AMC expert vides the normal strategy measure for every class. Immaculate virtual strategies and acquired techniques are not checked. The supposition behind this metric is that a substantial strategy, which contains more code, has a tendency to present a greater number of issues than a little technique.

Method Hiding Factor (MHF)

MHF is defined as the ratio of the sum of the invisibilities of all methods defined in all classes to the total number of methods defined in the system under consideration. The invisibility of a method is the percentage of the total classes from which this method is not visible.

Attribute Hiding Factor (AHF)

AHF is defined as the ratio of the sum of the invisibilities of all attributes defined in all classes to the total number of attributes defined in the system under consideration.

Method Inheritance Factor (MIF)

MIF is defined as the ratio of the sum of the inherited methods in all classes of the system under consideration to the total number of available methods (locally defined plus inherited) for all classes.

Attribute Inheritance Factor (AIF)

AIF is defined as the ratio of the sum of inherited attributes in all classes of the system under consideration to the total number of available attributes (locally defined plus inherited) for all classes.

Polymorphism Factor (PF)

PF is defined as the ratio of the actual number of possible different polymorphic situation for class Ci to the maximum number of possible distinct polymorphic situations for class Ci.

Coupling Factor (CF)

CF is defined as the ratio of the maximum possible number of couplings in the system to the actual number of couplings not imputable to inheritance.

Lack of Cohesion in Methods

Lack of Cohesion (LCOM) measures the dissimilarity of methods in a class by instance variable or attributes. A highly cohesive module should stand alone; high cohesion indicates good class subdivision. Lack of cohesion or low cohesion increases complexity, thereby increasing the likelihood of errors during the development process. High cohesion implies simplicity and high reusability. High cohesion indicates good class subdivision. Lack of cohesion or low cohesion increases complexity, thereby increasing the likelihood of errors during the development process. Classes with low cohesion could probably be subdivided into two or more subclasses with increased cohesion.

4. Proposed Work

Attribute Interface Coupling (AIC)

This metric can be defined as the sum of ratio of data as well as control attribute parameters of all the classes
Method Interface Coupling (MIC)
This metric can be defined as the sum of ratio of data as well as control parameters of all the methods of the class

\[
MIC = \sum_{i=0}^{m} \frac{Id + Od}{Ic + Oc}
\]

Id = total number of input data parameters to a method
Ic = total number of input control parameters to a method
Od = total number of output data parameters to a method
Oc = total number of output control parameters to a method
m = total number of methods in a class

DESIGN COMPLEXITY
It can be defined as the sum of Attribute Interface Coupling (AIC) and Method Interface Coupling (MIC) of all the classes.

\[
DC = AIC + \sum_{i}^{C} MIC
\]

C = Total no of classes

5. Case Study
Attribute Interface Coupling (AIC)
We assume that there are two classes sample and experiment. Class name sample having three input data parameters as id1, id2, id3 and three input control parameters as ic1, ic2, ic3 and there are 2 output data parameters od1, od2 and 1 output control parameter oc1 that is going to some other class experiment.

Similarly class experiment having input data parameters as id1, id2 and three input control parameters as ic1, ic2, ic3 and there are no control parameters in

So AIC can be calculated as:
\[
AIC = \frac{(3+2)}{(3+1)} + \frac{(2+0)}{(3+0)} = 1.95
\]

Method Interface Coupling (MIC)
We assume that there is one class sample having three methods m1, m2.

M1 is having three parameters as input in which two are input data parameter id1, id2 and 1 is input control parameter ic1 and it is returning only 1 control parameter Oc1

M2 is having three parameters as input in which two are input data parameter id1, id2 and 1 is input control parameter ic1 and it is returning only 2 control parameter Oc1, oc2 and one data parameter od1

So MIC can be calculated as:
\[
MIC = \frac{(2+0)}{(1+1)} + \frac{(2+1)}{(1+2)} = 2
\]

We assume that there is one class experiment having three methods m1, m2.

M1 is having three parameters as input in which two are input data parameter id1, id2 and 1 is input control parameter ic1 and it is returning only 1 control parameter Oc1

M2 is having three parameters as input in which two are input data parameter id1, id2 and 1 is input control parameter ic1 and it is returning only 2 control parameter Oc1, oc2 and one data parameter od1

So MIC can be calculated as:
\[
MIC = \frac{(2+0)}{(1+1)} + \frac{(2+1)}{(1+2)} = 2
\]
Design Complexity

\[ DC = AIC + \sum c_i \]

DC can be calculated as:

\[ DC = 1.95 + (2 + 2) = 5.95 \]

6. CONCLUSIONS

These different metrics can be used to check the complexity of design at an early stage to remove the anomalies as well as redundancy of the code and hence will be helpful in better design of object-oriented system. The explanations of this study, also recommend in what way to usage these metrics successfully. Our future research track aims at reviewing how to methodically tool these metrics to escort the designing of difficult systems.
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